Dr. Coffin Will Be Speaker in Chapel On Sunday Evening

The speaker at the vesper service Sunday will be Henry Stooff Coffin, Jr., pastor of Union Theological seminary, New York. For many years a leader of the ecumenical movement, Mr. Coffin in Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church in New York City is well known in the field of church work. Called to the presidency of Union seminary, after having served as co-chairman of the theological department, he administered the duties of the office for twenty years. He is a religious leader of national and international standing, well known in England and Scotland where he has studied in Edinburgh and also in Germany.

Harkness Gift

A long-standing friend of Connecticut's Madison Avenue in New London, Dr. Coffin was largely responsible for the gift to the college of Harkness chapel. A man of wide sympathies, deep convictions and great largesse, Dr. Coffin is much in demand by his alma mater, New London and university campuses.

He is a member of the Yale Corporation, the author of many books and magazine articles on religious and closely related topics.

Auerbach Major Important to CC Students of Merchandising by Janet McNabooth '46

What is the Auerbach major? The answer is simple. It is one of the most popular courses in college, particularly for the majority of students who are interested in choosing their field of study. The Auerbach major, as it is known in the states, is one of the most interesting and vital fields of study that a college student can pursue.

The Auerbach major is a course in merchandising that is offered at the new London campus of the University of Connecticut. The course is designed to give students a thorough understanding of the principles of retail management and marketing.

During the second summer the two girls are given an opportunity to work in the store in which they enrolled in the previous year. This gives them an opportunity to put into practice the theories they have learned in the classroom.

One of the items planned on the agenda for the coming year is the visit of the cooperative in New London, to learn how it works and how it can help students in the future. It is also possible that there will be a discussion of certain reactions. It is also possible that there will be a discussion of certain reactions.

Economic Problems Will Be Discussed On Radio Program

Station WDRC of Hartford will carry a program entitled "Let's Look At The Facts" from the Palmer radio room by Professor Henry A. Stimson, October 10 at 10:00 p.m. The subject of the first program will be "What Does Labor Want?" Other aspects of the series will be held every Saturday night at the same time.

The series will be a discussion of many of the controversial economic issues that face us today by Professor Henry A. Stimson, a radio commentator and the author of such books as "The Good War" and "The Supreme Court and the People." The series will be held every Saturday night at the same time.
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Education and the Positive Attitude

With the publication of the Harvard report on Education In A Free Society, the age-old question of the value of education has been brought once again strongly to the fore. This question has, of course, always been a part of the intellectual thrust of our time. It cannot be overemphasized that today it is but one of the many indications that people everywhere who are genuinely concerned about the future of society are taking careful and deep study of it.

To those of us who are an integral part of the educative process this stock-taking in the field of education should be a matter of vital interest. In order to get the greatest measure of worth from our education it is essential that we have more than just a vague conception of what its aims are. To know how to "get through" four years of college is altogether different from having a clear understanding of the responsibilities to society. Only then can we rightfully say that we are intelligent enough to know how to free ourselves from the shackles that have bound us.

To those of us who are an integral part of the educative process this stock-taking in the field of education should be a matter of vital interest. In order to get the greatest measure of worth from our education it is essential that we have more than just a vague conception of what its aims are. To know how to "get through" four years of college is altogether different from having a clear understanding of the responsibilities to society. Only then can we rightfully say that we are intelligent enough to know how to free ourselves from the shackles that have bound us.

Such an understanding demands first of all that we discard the notion that education is mere training, that the aim of our education is to make us better employees. This is an error, for it is the attitude of the college that will best serve in the future. For many years the college has been an institution in which the aim of education has been to make the student "fit for work." This is not the case anymore. The college is no longer a place where one goes to learn a trade, but rather a place where one goes to learn how to think. The college is a place where one goes to learn how to be a citizen, how to be a leader, how to be a thinker, how to be a critic.

This is a great responsibility. It is a responsibility that we must take seriously. We must be aware of the fact that our education is not just a means to an end, but an end in itself. We must be aware of the fact that our education is not just a means to an end, but an end in itself. We must be aware of the fact that our education is not just a means to an end, but an end in itself. We must be aware of the fact that our education is not just a means to an end, but an end in itself. We must be aware of the fact that our education is not just a means to an end, but an end in itself.
Employers Prefer Students Who Work While at College

Mary Bilt "49, college employment representative for Dress Bilt, spoke at a Freshman skit meeting. For an individual familiarization with the characters found in the literature of the world, the members were pre-

Summer Jobs Attract Many CC Students

by Rhoda Mclntyre "49

The "\textit{Summer Jobs}" page featured articles about the availability of summer jobs for college students, the benefits of having a summer job, and strategies for finding the right job for students. The content included advice on balancing work, study, and personal time, as well as tips for making the most of summer work experiences.
There were big things in the A.A. council during the past week. The most important news to originate from that basement hot-house was the election of the new vice-president of A.A. Due to circumstances beyond our control, we lost our vice-president via mail vote and Pat was all very sorry to see Jodie Murdoch Willi- son leave college, but will her the best wishes for the heady world she is in for now. In her place, A.A. has elected either a very competent person to fill the very large shoes of vice-president. This task will be filled for the coming year by Pat Riddell. Congratulations, Pat, for the coming year.

Other news coming from room 7 in Bradford basement is that a super hockey season is being planned for the fall. It is to be the busiest season ever and won't be on a very large scale since our time is at a premium. Plans for this season are quite tentative, are being made to play Penn State and a new addition, Mount Holyoke. Intercolligiate competition with the rest of Connecticut has and is continued to be lacking and it is needed to help keep up the morale of the college. The success of this year's hockey season will depend on the support from the student body. It is up to the students to see that their classmates are fully sup- ported in this endeavor. Besides these games there will also be in- tendar games scheduled, so let's all get out to support our team.
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Students Reminded to Sign on Train Sheets

All students are urged to sign their tickets posted in Fanning when they arrive in New London and to keep them away for the weekend. There is a sep- arate list for each of the trains and students are asked to sign the train they plan to take. The lists are posted on the Tuesday before each trip.

Library Acquires Varied Additions Over This Summer

During the summer the library acquired many new books, along with the most pertinent sub- jects of our time. Included among the novels is “Six of Them” by Alfred Neum- man, translated by Anatol Mur- dal. Mr. Neumann has written many historical novels, and this, his latest, is based on the revolt of the Poles against the Russian yoke in 1830.

Ada's Column

Golly, quen. na---------- Steaks
• Chops
• Chicken
LOBSTER AND SEA FOOD
-OF ALL KINDS
=--

Varsity

Flowers
from
Fisher's
Prompt Delivery

Consider One Another” by Josephine Foster ("So Well Remembered" by James Hilton. “Fare- well My Heart” by Feenie Mel- lon, "Shelley Lilliad" by Samuel N. Harper, and many oth- ers in various subjects.

For his medical studies, which he thought was a very fine idea. Byerly added. Reunited on weekend at C.C., and, notably, the newly-announced office now has a strong suspicion that this information had been AT replication with tongue in cheek. However, because this information was tendered by a news reporter, who is a resident of the diocese, I don't speak with a very

Mexican Life Revolutionized

By Paquita and College Fads

by Mary Batt '47
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Summer Jobs

books, and in laboratories doing radi- research. Others leaned toward "glamourous" jobs, as in store work in important persons, modeling, and radio work. What did all those jobs add up to? Primarily, to more hunger and more capable students to go on to that next, to $31,500 total earnings.
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Profiles

by June Williams '47

Sheep Wood Lined

STORM BOOTS
Pull Over Shoes

$10

Savard's

Meet at...

Dante's

For Real Italian Spaghetti and Ravioli

BIRTHDAY CAKES ON REQUEST
32 Truman Street

Phila pie

Dr. Laubenstein, a poet,
is fond of living in
the sixteenth century and
enjoys playing violins
and singing Palestrina masses
in his spare time.
A true member of this
group is in fact the man
who has been our accom-
dition to singing with the Palestrina
singers in a New London
church on the Fourth of July.
Not only is he a performer,
but he is also a lover of
music, as well. If one should
glance about the walls of his
office, one would see several very
pictures, which seem to be
more musical pictures than
delicate. Actually, these framed
triets of his lifetime are
eXamples of different kinds of musical
notations.
Thus we see Dr. Laubenstein
as a lover of beauty, a
hard worker, and a
true musician.

Home Ec. Club Includes
College, State Projects
in Season's Activities

Dr. Laubenstein's most
pervasive interest is music. His special
interest is choral music; although he
saw several very peculiar
flutist. He was a member of the
thing more than elaborate scrib-

Jewish Services Will Be Held Fri., Oct. 19

New students wishing to attend the
Jewish student's group
proS eptation Beth-Eh, 60 Black
Hall. Rabbi Myer S. Kriple, will be
present on October 18,

Agents for Mark Cro~s
• Gloves
• Handbags
• Small Leather Good.
See our variety of laundry
cases for mailing

Kept New Dietition on Toes

Lauble, although quiet and re-
serveDr. Lawbend in his daily contacts
with students, is a favorite by virtue of
his participation in campus ac-
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Caught on Campus

Three junior engagements of the summer that News didn't catch up on last week rate mention in this issue:

Margie, Koster, '47, announced her engagement in August to Dr. Ralph T. Koster of Edmunds, Nebraska. Dr. Koster is the hospital superintendent of King's County Hospital, Brooklyn. Margie is leaving college at the end of the semester for her wedding. Sue, Mal and Jeff are getting married on April 15 in Cleveland, where the doctor will be stationed for a year at St. Luke's Hospital.

Jayne Ireland '46 announced her engagement last weekend to Sonja Hinterman, class of '46, Public, smart gal with an eye to the future, is accelerating and will graduate in June with the class of '46.

Jean Ireland '46 announced her engagement last weekend to Sonja Hinterman, class of '46. Public, smart gal with an eye to the future, is accelerating and will graduate in June with the class of '46.

Palmer Radio Club Has First Meeting

The Palmer Radio Club held its first meeting in the Palmer Clubroom last Tuesday evening. It was attended by twenty members, and the meeting was called to order by President John J. Gracey who reported that his department has expanded in head of the various departments. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the formation of a faculty group similar to USMA. She pointed to the record of the two clubs, Student Industrial group and International Relations club, which were formed a few years ago to form Common Club of the two clubs, USMA, and representatives of the national office of USMA, in order to discuss the advantages which the national office offered to members of USMA. Among these is the chance of a foreign, and of information of what is being done and has been done on other campuses. The students were served after the meeting.

Doghlian

(Continued from Page One)

Freeman must have a wonderful reputation with the house fellows. The house fellows are due next Monday. The first person who will receive them is Miss Craig. But the latter hadn't spent twenty minutes after the meeting, she was whisked off to the office to file the information. Miss Craig is the proud owner of a time exposure gadget, thus she can be expected to have at least one picture taken standing on her head. Will she be that Kaine picture that goes with putting out a yearbook and the Army. It's not every gal who owns a flash attachment for indoor pictures. But every "earner" in the class of '46 is hoping for more and more Koine. Dorms will be canvassed for pictures as soon as possible. Pictures in class, in dorms, outside shots and anything that is yearbook material will fill the bill.

There are, of course, a few prerequisites for Koine pictures. Above all, they must be clear. Pictures that are blurred do not make good engraving material. And, naturally, it is the usual sewing, rather than the stock run, that goes with putting out a yearbook. If there were any freshmen at the meeting, told them that natural ones that will cause that nerve to a stew about losing such a valuable possession, and undoubt-

Koine Calling

On CAMERAS to SNAP Candidly

by Jane Rutler '46

If you have your picture taken standing on your head, on your head, on your head, and you're not pleased with your model? Well, be it yes or be it no. Unfortunates RO! Not necessary

For pictures that are to be published, all prints, Koine will guarantee no quantities of it.

pictures from Eage one)

At nine and ten o'clock. Wednesday, October 10, 1945

Auerbach

(Continued from Page One)

The Auerbach maker is well worth the inquiry of any girl who thinks she may be interested in the field. Information may be obtained from either the Manager of Waterfall or the Registrar's Office.

If a picture is to be published, all prints, Koine will guarantee no quantities of it.
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Perry & Stone

Jewellers Since 1865

STATIONERS - LEATHER GOODS

Novelties

Watch and Jewelry Repair

Braemar, American Cooking

The Sailboat Place of Pleasant Memory

11 Main St., New London

Marcel Shop

132 State Street

• Silk Underwear

• Kayser Hose

• Neighbors

Extra Curricular FILING

for PILOTS AND WOULD-BE PILOTS

$10 Extra Instruction

$7 hr. Solo Flights

or

Complete Courses in Pilot Training at Special Rates

Waterford Airport

Transportation Arranged

OBTAIN INFORMATION FROM DEAN BURDICK